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Partnerships
Recent FNMOC – NPS discussions
Their technical strategy is right on target
 Compelling cases – lots of them!
 They have channel to fleet
 They are already shipping data via web services, 
portals, coordinated with Task Force Web
 Possible fix (or end run) around NMCI, IT-21 blockage
 Supercomputing, high-performance networking
Shared strategies lead to further opportunities
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WebSim 2003, 27-30 OCT 2003
Establish national, global technical agenda for   
standards-based simulation on the Web 
Four major consortia sponsors
 Object Modeling Group (OMG)
 Open GIS Consortium (OGC)
 Simulation Interoperability Standards Organization (SISO)
 Web3D Consortium
 http://www.websim.net
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WebSim 2003 2
Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA)
 Global Information Grid (GIG) is key to everything
 Web Services everywhere
 Need to provide M&S at every tactical level
Defense Modeling & Simulation Office (DMSO)
 Web Services can work for all defense M&S
 Connect to command + control systems
 Extensible Modeling & Simulation Framework (XMSF) 
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WebSim 2003 3
Workshop conclusions
 WebSim technologies have critical value
 Open standards are the keys to interoperability
 Consortia together can influence requirements, policy 
Other potential partners
 Office of Secretary of Defense (OSD) office for 
Advanced Concepts Technical Demonstration (ACTD)
 Navy Center for Tactical Systems Interoperability 
(NCTSI)
 Naval Undersea Warfare Center (NUWC)
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Web Services
Repositories
Where approved services reside
Administrative
Exemplar:  DoD XML Registry
Services Discovery
Publish, search capabilities 
UDDI, LDAP
Universal Description, Discovery Integration, 








Remote Procedure Calls, XML Protocol
Service Transport
Move messages between apps
HTTP, SMTP, FTP, BEEP
Transfer is independent of messages
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Extensible M&S Framework (XMSF)
All M&S interoperable using Web standards
 XML languages for syntax, presentation
 XML ontologies for semantics
 Web services = networking + engagement path
XMSF already has partners:  walking the walk
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New Analytic Agenda for M&S
U.S. Navy OpNav N81
 LCDR Phil Pournelle, Campaign Analysis team, NPS OR grad
Composable Scalable Resolution for M&S
 Connect legacy models to new resources, in any combination
 Transform analysis economy to marketplace of ideas
Expose traditional analytic tools to Web Services
 SimKit Discrete Event Simulation (DES) library, Arnie Buss
 Naval Simulation System (NSS):  theater-level M&S
 Explore extensible frameworks, using XMSF approach
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Naval Simulation System (NSS)
Problematic program but continuing
 Mission-level models, theater scale
NPS ripping out proprietary code, assessing open source
 Discovered TF Web team built prototype Web interface
Possible new tasking: connect Netwars => NSS to 
evaluate FORCEnet communications architecture
 High-level interest, high risk, high payoff
 CNO:  “give me a world class suite of models”
 Request for white papers 
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IITSEC 2003
Interservice / Industry Training Simulation and 
Education Conference, http://www.iitsec.org
Orlando Florida, 1-4 December 2003
2002 attendance total:  17,000
2002 MOVES-booth visitors:   3,000
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IITSEC:  What Web Services?
Glue technologies
• Web-enabled RTI
• SAVAGE model library
• DTED terrain server
• XML-based Tactical Chat
• DIS over SOAP (maybe)
Ontologies (tactical vocabularies)
• Battlespace Management Language (BML)
• NATO Battlespace Generic Hub (BGH)
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XMSF Booths at IITSEC 2003 
ODU VMASC + JFCOM
SAIC
NPS MOVES
• Savage XMSF projects
• America’s Army
• GMU
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USS COLE attack by Al Queda
Anti-terrorist force protection 
scenario, Pearl Harbor Oahu
Sonobuoy field visualization
DTED Terrain viewer:  selecting tiles
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Iraq database queries produce 
terrain, features, cartography viewer
Database-generated
and queriable
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NPS robot centers
We already cover space, air, surface, subsurface
 This is very unusual
Get connected
 To each other
 To web-accessible displays, simulations
 To tactical systems
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